Avoid trouble.
Respect community policies & expectations.

PARTYGGOER
- Know your rights and responsibilities
- Be a great guest - respect house rules.
- Your party should not disturb quiet hours or others’ sleep or study.
- Hold self and others accountable. Don’t be afraid to speak up.

PARTYTHROWER
- Know and uphold alcohol/party-related policies.
- Talk with neighbors about your party plan.
- Communicate your rules to your guests.
- Be calm and honest if neighbors or police contact you during the event.

“We spoke with neighbors in advance and when it started to get too loud, they called us instead of the police and asked us to take it down a notch. We did, happy to not answer to the cops.”
- James 3rd year

PARTYSAFE@ Cal
uhs.berkeley.edu/psafe
We’re students advocating to improve the party culture and social benefits by decreasing drama and problems related to alcohol.

**Join us.** Support widespread awareness and adoption of these four alcohol and party risk management practices:

- ✓ Provide plentiful and easily accessible water.
- ✓ Eliminate service of hard alcohol (>20% ABV) in common areas.
- ✓ Presence of enough sober hosts and trained alcohol servers who monitor and intervene for intoxication.
- ✓ Have security measures to keep attendance under the maximum occupancy for location.

We want to hear from you - let us know your questions, comments, and ideas. Email us at partysafe@berkeley.edu.

[uhls.berkeley.edu/psafe](uhls.berkeley.edu/psafe)
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